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On Dissipation oj' Tsunamis and Barotropic Motions

by Tidal Currents
Gordon W. Groves 1
Institute of Geophysics and Planetary Physics
University of California, San Diego

ABSTRACT
Only water motion for which the orbital velocity is horizontal and uniform in each vertical
column is considered. If there is nonlinear bottom stress, then any mode will be influenced
by all other barotropic motions present, the most important of which is the forced tide. In
order that all free modes decay, the forced tide must have a unique, conditionally stable
solution in the Liapounoff sense. A bottom stress directed opposite to the orbital velocity
and increasing monotonically in magnitude with current is shown to be a sufficient condition
for the existence of such a solution.
A model with quadratic bottom stress is examined. Small barotropic motions with a
gaussian, isotropic distribution of orbital velocities uncorrelated to the tide decay exponentially. The decay time depends on the distribution of current with water depth. There is no
difficulty in accounting for the observed decay rate of tsunamis if a large enough fraction
of their energy is in shallow water. Certain barotropic seiches may have large decay times,
perhaps up to several months.

Dissipation of the tide and of other barotropic motions in the ocean is
largely a result of nonlinear friction of the current along the bottom. Since
the Q of the tide is so low (Munk and MacDonald 1960: 217), one would
expect strong dissipative coupling between the tide and other barotropic motions. First we will consider under what conditions a free barotropic mode of
oscillation will die out. Subsequently we will estimate the rate of decay.
Let us imagine that there exists a free barotropic mode that can coexist
with the tide without decaying. This would mean that the appropriate equations for the forced tide have solutions that depend on initial conditions, even
after an arbitrary amount of time has elapsed. The situation is analogous to
the mechanical system consisting of a steel ball in a vessel containing a viscous
fluid of variable depth (Fig. 1 ). The ball will eventually end up at the bottom
of one of the depressions, but the initial conditions (where the ball is inserted
at time t = o) determine which depression. The system shown in Fig. 1 has
I.
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three conditionally stable solutions (Liapounoff I 892). The forced tide has
only one conditionally stable solution under any reasonable assumption regarding the nature of the bottom
stress.
The procedure is to consider
two arbitrary solutions of the
forced tide equation and to examine the rate of change in a certain
measure of the difference between the solutions. This measure is taken to be the total
Fi gu re r. Example of a system having non unique, conenergy of the difference oscilladitionally stable solutions.
tion. Sphericity and rotation of
the earth do not influence the
energy-decay relation, but they are retained to emphasize the generality of the
result. Therefore, let us consider the equations for the forced tide in the ocean
on a spherical, rotating earth as given by Lamb ( I 945: § 214), with a nonlinear
friction term added:

au

&t + 2 w cos 0r, · u = - g\laC + J + h- 1 R(u)

ac&t + '1a•(hu) = o,
where 0, <pare colatitude and east longitude, u(0, <p, t) is the horizontal particle velocity, [ L r-•J, taken constant from ocean surface to bottom, u is written
for yu · u, C(0, <p, t) is surface elevation, J(0, <p, t) is the tide-generating
function, h (0, <p) is water depth, w is angular speed of the earth's rotation,
and eR(u) is the bottom stress on the water, e being the water density. The
horizontal gradient is defined by
1

ac

1

ac

'1a C = -a u~0 O, + . -0 u<p
~ "'
a sm
and the horizontal divergence by

Let us assume that C, u and ((+17), w = (u+v) are both solutions of(1)
and (2), each satisfying different initial conditions. Subsequently we will
identify C, u with the tide and 17, v with a tsunami or other free motion. We
note that tsunamis may have an appreciable part of their energy in short
wave-length components whose orbital velocities are sensibly smaller at the
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bottom than at the sea surface. The present analysis is sufficient for all components having period of about Io minutes or greater. Substituting these
solutions into (1) and (2), we find that

av
ot + 2wcos0r,·v =

-gVa17 + h- 1 [R(w) - R(u)],

017

ot + Va· (hv)

(3)

= o.

(4)

Taking the scalar product of ( 1) and (3) with h u and h v and averaging over
the spatial domain, D, of the wave, we obtain
I

0

2 0 /hu

2
)

=

+ <hf· u ) + <u · R(u) ) ,

-g <hu · Va0

: , <hu · v ) = - g <h(v • V aC

+ u · Va17)) + <hf· v ) +

+ <w · R(u) + u · R(w) I

0

2 0/

2

(5)

}

(6)

u · R (u) ) ,

h v 2 ) = - g <v • V a11 ) + < [w - u] · [R(w) - R(u)] ) .

(7)

It is possible to eliminate the terms containing the gradient of the surface
elevations by making use of boundary conditions. If D is bounded by a coastline, C, across which there is no Row, we may take

h I; Un ds

=

(8)

o,

C

where un is the component of u normal to C. W e note that, although (8) is
a necessary condition, it is not the strongest possible boundary condition. The
line integral along C can be transformed into an integral over D by the (horizontal) divergence theorem:

hl;unds

HVa · (h l; u)dS

=

C

D

CV a · (hu) dS +

=

D

hu · Va CdS,
D

where d S = a 2 sin 0 d 0 d <p . Therefore

in view of (2).
The other gradient terms can be simi larly transformed, and we obtain
I 0
--< hu 2 +gl;2 ) = <hf·u ) + <u·R(u) ) ,
2

a,

(9)
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( hu • v + g('Yj ) = ( hf· v ) + ( w · R(u) + u · R(w) - 2u · R(u) ) ,
I 8
- - ( hv' + g rJ' )
2 8t

= <[w - u]·[R(w) - R(u)J>

[22,3
(10)
(11)

in place of (5), (6), and (7).
Equation (9) represents the rate of increase of tidal energy, kinetic plus
potential. This rate is zero, at least over some sort of time average, as the
two terms on the right side will cancel each other. Equation ( 1 o) represents
in some way the rate of increase in the correlation between tide and the free
motion. This rate can be either positive or negative, but an initially uncorrelated state does not become correlated. Equation ( 1 1) represents the rate of
energy increase in the free motion. For conditional stability we must have

<[w-u]·[R(w) - R(u)] )

< o.

If the bottom stress (on the fluid) is directed against the current and depends
only on the current speed
R(u) = - u- 1 r(u)u,
then stability requires that

<- wr(w) -

ur(u)

+ [ wr(u) + ur(w)] cos o: ) < o,

(12)

where ex is the angle between w and u . This condition is satisfied for any ex if
(w - u) [r(w) - r(u)] > o for all u and w; that is, if r(u) is a monotonically
increasing function. Thus, the forced tide has a unique, conditionally stable
solution if the bottom stress (on the fluid) is directed opposite to the orbital
velocity and increases monotonically in magnitude with the current. All free
barotropic oscillations die out.
It is known (Taylor 1919) that the bottom stress can be approximated by
a quadratic law,
R(u) = -yuu,
where the coefficient y has the value 0.002. Let us consider a small free
oscillation, such as the final stage of decay of a tsunami, by letting v « u
everywhere. Equations ( 1o) and ( 1 1) then become

a

at <hu·v + g ( 17) = ( hf·v ) - 3y ( u2 va ) ,
I 8

2 a/

,

hv - + grJ' ) = - 2y ( u (v~ +½ v1) ) ,

(I

5)
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where Va and vb are components of v referred to the direction of u locally at
each point.
It is of interest to examine the case where the tide and the free motion are
uncorrelated, in which case ( 14) is no longer of interest. If the coupling between tide and free motion is not too strong, then the potential and kinetic
energies of the free motion are equal, and we can write

To proceed further we must hypothesize a statistical model of the distribution of the orbital-velocity components of tide and tsunami as a function of
water depth. For simplicity, we shall take these velocities at any depth to be
gaussian, isotropic, and uncorrelated, the mean-square values of their magnitudes being
u 2 (h), v 2 (h),
where the bars indicate averages over the area between two neighboring depth
contours, a sort of average along the contour weighted inversely by the bottom
slope. This model of a tsunami is not valid until a number of rough boundary
reflections have occurred and the tsunami fills the ocean with more-or-less
random motion. The probability density functions at any depth, y, are

and a similar expression may be written for the components of u.
According to this model, we have
Prob{x ( va ( x+dx and y ( h ( y+dy} = Fva(x,y)Fh(y)dxdy,

(18)

etc., where Fh(y) gives the distribution of depth in the ocean, according to
Prob{y ( h ( y + dy} = Fh(y)dy.
The above hypotheses permit us to calculate the mean-value quantities appearing in (16):

( uv~ ) = ( uvi > =

_1_
2
2

tv'n <(u )2v

-

) , ( hv~ ) = ( hv~ ) = {- ( hv2 )

.

(20)

Next, if the decay time is long compared with the travel time of the free
oscillation across the ocean, we can take

v 2 (h,t) = v~(h)T(t).
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Also, we assume that the mean-square tidal current, u2 (h), is independent of
time. This gives

T = -µT,

(22)

where

(23)
is the decay rate.
Miller et al. ( I 962) have noted that their observations of tsunami decay
indicate an exponential decrease with time over a wide range of frequency.
At first glance this observation may seem to contradict the importance of
nonlinear bottom stress in bringing about the observed decay. Munk (personal
communication) has pointed out that linear tsunami decay would result if the
major part of the dissipation took place in a few harbors or shallow seas in
which the incoming energy was entirely absorbed. It makes no difference if
the absorption takes place by a linear or by a nonlinear mechanism as long as
there is no energy reflected back into the ocean from these regions. Dissipation
of tsunamis by tidal currents, as is suggested here, is an alternative way of
accounting for the linear decay. Equation (22), of course, is based on the
assumption that the tsunami current is small compared with the tidal current.
If the reverse were true, the tsunami energy would go down like (t + tot\
assuming quadratic bottom stress. Thus the decay of a large tsunami might
look something like the curve in Fig. 2. Miller ( I 964) has noted some cases
where the initial decay rate seemed faster. This would not result from total
absorption in bays and shallow seas.
The remainder of this paper is a rough attempt to estimate some decay
rates by hypothesizing a current-versus-depth model. The enhancement of
both the tidal current and the orbital motion of the free wave in shallow water
is an essential part of the dissipation. If we select a model based on the transformation of a free, unidimensional gravity wave propagating across a gradual
change in depth, the result is a h-3/4 law for the current. There are infinite
currents at the coastline, and the averaged quantities in (23) are divergent.
An edge-wave model, on the other hand, gives enhanced but finite currents
at the coastline.
Let us consider edge waves of mode zero on a constant sloping beach.
The RMS current speed dies off like
exp [ -

½a

2

h/g s2 ] ,

where a is the angular frequency of the oscillation and s is the slope. We
employ a model whose area is equal to the actual area of the ocean, half of
which is 5 km deep and half of which has constant slope from the coastline
to 5 km. The tide is taken to have a period of I 2 hours. For a given slope,
the coastal tidal current is chosen such that the total rate of tidal dissipation
in the ocean,
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2.

Idealized plot of energy dissipation for a large tsunami.

where .A is total area of ocean, accounts for the entire observed rate of 3 x 1 0 1 9
ergs/sec which is believed to be dissipated in the entire earth (Munk and
MacDonald 1 960 ). This determines the distribution of tidal current in the
entire model. A tsunami having a period of Io minutes is assumed to have
the same edge-wave distribution of current with depth. To obtain a bound
for the dissipation rate of a barotropic seiche, the seiche current is hypothesized
to be independent of depth. Any real seiche would likely exhibit some enhancement in shallow water; therefore this hypothesis would give a lower bound
for the dissipation rate (or upper bound for the decay time). The results are
summarized as follows:
Coastal RMS
Tidal Current
(cm/sec)
.003
.or

38.
16.

Deep RMS
Tidal current
(cm/sec)
. IO

9·4

Tsunami
Decay Time
(days)
.005
. 12

Barotropic Seiche
Decay Time
(days)
250 .
75·

This model seems to give reasonable tidal currents. The deep tidal currents
observed by Swallow ( 1955) lie generally between the two values in the above
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results. The coastal tidal currents are so variable from place to place that it
would be difficult for us to say with any confidence that there is a serious
discrepancy, although the values in the above table do seem rather low. This
exercise again points out how easy it is to account for the entire tidal dissipation by having it occur in the ocean.
The tsunami decay times are found to be much shorter than those observed
by Miller (1964) and Miller et al. (1962), who observed values of about
1. 2 days at a continental station and 0.4 of a day at an island station. In fact, the
computed decay times are so much less than characteristic travel times in the
ocean that approximation (21) would give a completely inaccurate description.
The present model gives tsunami currents that are too low in the deep ocean
when compared with coastal currents. This was to be expected from an edgewave model.
The decay times for the barotropic seiche seem very high. It is possible
that a more sophisticated model than the current-independent-of-depth model
used here would lead to a smaller upper bound. We obviously need a more
detailed statistical description of the current distributions in all cases.
The author is grateful to George Backus, Klaus Hasselmann, Gaylord
Miller, and Walter Munk for many discussions and advice. This work was
generously supported by the National Science Foundation, Grant NSF-G/ 1 o 1 86
(Tides).
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